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Watch Parties Expansion 

- Facebook announced this month that it’s planning to expand its Watch Party feature 
- Watch Party allows users to watch videos together in real-time1 

- With the expansion, users will be able to host Watch Parties for videos that are not on 
Facebook and are instead streaming live on TV 

- Facebook says they will begin testing the new feature with live sports events like UEFA 
Championships League soccer matches so fans can have the chance “to cheer, debate 
and commiserate on Facebook while watching their favorite match-ups” 

- Users can start Watch Parties for live TV by clicking on the new “on TV” option when 
starting a Watch Party  

- Once the Watch Party is started, the live game score will be featured as users 
“discuss and react in real time alongside other fans” 

- Facebook also says they’ll be testing other interactive tools for Watch Parties, including 
trivia questions, fun facts, and live polls 



- Since launching last year, Facebook reports that users have had over 12 million Watch 
Parties  

 

 
Tributes 

- This month, Facebook started to roll out a new Tributes feature to users across the U.S.2 

- The Tributes section will show up on memorial pages, or pages of users who have 
passed away to provide a space for family and friends to “share memories of a loved 
one” 

- The content posted on Tributes can be moderated by Legacy contacts, the contact 
assigned to an account who can update a Facebook profile (without needing to log in) 
when a user passes away  

 
Fan Subscriptions 

- Facebook is also planning to launch a Fan Subscription feature for content creators3  
- According to Music Ally, the feature would allow creators to charge fans for access to 

their content, with Facebook planning to take up to 30% of revenues  
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Hobbies 

- Another new feature Facebook is working on is a new Hobbies profile section4 

- According to Jane Manchun Wong, a reverse engineer who finds code for upcoming 
features in social media platforms, Hobbies will appear on profile pages and users will be 
able to add their favorite hobbies to the feature 

- Hobbies will also allow users to find communities and hobbies they have in common with 
each other, giving users an additional way to connect  

 
 



Job Hunters 
- Facebook is reportedly working on expanding their Job Hunters feature by enabling 

users to turn on an option that lets employers know they’re open for opportunities5 

- The option, when enabled, would also allow potential employers to see users’ 
work and educational background and send candidates messages 

- Right now, users looking for jobs can be linked to available opportunities, giving 
recruiters access to their resume and the ability to message them 
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Not Without My Consent 

- This month, Facebook added a new feature to their Safety Center called Not Without My 
Consent6 

- The feature was made to address “intimate images shared without permission” and to 
help victims find resources and organizations for support 

- The feature will also help remove this type of content from Facebook or its associated 
platforms (Messenger, Instagram) to prevent it from being further shared 



- The Not Without My Consent webpage additionally features four expert 
recommendations for what users should do when someone shares or is threatening to 
share an intimate image without consent 

 
 

Coming Soon: Clear History 
A feature that’s coming later this year: the ability for users to clear their Facebook history.7 
Facebook’s Chief Financial Officer, David Wehner, confirmed this month that the feature will 
roll out later this year and will allow users to erase all of their data and to see which apps and 
websites send Facebook their information. Users will then be able to delete the data from their 
account and stop Facebook from storing it. 

Stories 
Events on Stories 

- Facebook rolled out a new feature this month that combines its Stories and Events 
features8 

- Users can now share events through Stories by clicking the “share” button on an event 
page 

- After choosing the Share to Your Story option, users can also add stickers for friends to 
mark themselves as “Interested” or “Going” to the events 

- Afterwards, users are able to see who responded to the event and create group 
chats by tapping a circle icon beside the names of those friends  

Advertising 
New Ad Metrics 

- This month, Facebook announced that they’ve made updates to their ad metrics9 

- One of the updates includes replacing the relevance score with new, separate metrics 
- Right now, relevance score “measures whether the ads you ran were relevant to the 

audience you reached” 
- Now, the new metrics will further help advertisers understand where they need to make 

changes to improve their ad’s performance 
- The new relevance score will include these rankings: 

- Quality Rank — “How your ad’s perceived quality compared with ads competing 
for the same audience” 

- Engagement Rate Ranking — “How your ad’s expected engagement rate 
compared with ads competing for the same audience” 

- Conversion Rate Ranking — “How you ad’s expected conversion rate compared 
with ads that had the same optimization goal and competed for the same 
audience” 

- These new metrics will roll out in the next few weeks, with old metric scores being 
removed starting April 30, 2019 



- Facebook has also updated the way they calculate potential reach for advertisements 
- Potential reach is an estimate of how many people can potentially be reached through 

an ad campaign and is calculated before a campaign is submitted 
- Now, Facebook will only include people who have been shown ads on Facebook in the 

last 30 days in their estimated potential reach 
- This means that people who have used the platform but haven’t seen ads because they 

are using “surfaces without ads, such as Donations” will not be accounted for 
- This is meant to provide advertisers with a more accurate prediction of potential reach 
- Facebook will also remove seven ad metrics that aren’t used frequently and replace 

them with “more actionable ones” 
- An example of one of the new metrics is a “posts saved” metric that shows 

businesses how many people have saved their ads  
 
 

Facebook Outage 
This month, Facebook and it’s other owned networks including Instagram and WhatsApp 
experienced their longest outage to date, or since Downdetector began tracking Facebook’s 
service levels in 2012.10 According to Bloomberg, the sites went down at around 11:15 a.m. 
EST on Wednesday, March 13, and continued to be out until Thursday, March 14. Since then, 
Facebook has cited the cause of the outage as “a shift in the setup of its computer servers.”  

 

Mobile App 
Gaming Tab 

- Given that over 700 million people watch gaming videos, play games, or engage with 
“game-related content” on Facebook, the platform is now bringing its gaming section to 
its mobile app11 

- There will be a Facebook Gaming tab in Facebook’s mobile app, giving users easier 
access to gaming content on the go 

- Through the tab, users can find a “specially curated feed” filled with content that appeals 
to their interests, along with games to play or watch and groups to connect with. 

- Facebook is additionally testing a standalone Facebook Gaming app for Android, which 
would have more features than the tab in the regular mobile app 

 



Messenger 
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Threaded Replies 

-  A feature that makes group chats easier to navigate is coming to Messenger in the near 
future12 

- According to Pocket-Lint, Facebook will be introduce threaded replies to its Messenger 
app  

- With the new replies format, users will be able to reply to specific messages in a 
conversation, which would then start a conversation thread 

- This will make it easier to respond and hold multiple conversations in one chat window 
 
Dark Mode 

- After launching Dark Mode for its Messenger app in October, Facebook has officially 
rolled out the update on iOS and Android13 

- Under Dark Mode, Messenger switches to lower brightness levels, making it ideal for use 
in low light 

- As of now, the only way to activate Dark Mode is by sending the crescent moon emoji in 
a message 



- According to Engadget, Facebook will make Dark Mode more accessible in the future 
with an activation option in the settings tab 

 
 

Password Security 
Facebook revealed this month that during a routine security review in January, they 
discovered that some user passwords were stored in plain text and were, therefore, 
accessible to Facebook staff members.14 Facebook says that their login systems “are 
designed to mask passwords using techniques that make them unreadable.” In response to 
this error, Facebook will notify all users whose passwords were stored incorrectly.  
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- This month, LinkedIn launched a new feature for LinkedIn Messenger to make setting up 

meetings a little easier15 

- Users can now share their availability when scheduling meetings 
- To use the feature, tap on the “Availability” calendar button in your LinkedIn Messenger 

conversation 
- LinkedIn will then access your local calendar to find available times 

- There is also a new locations feature that allows users to find a spot to meet by 
mentioning locations directly in the chat 

Advertising 
- This month, LinkedIn introduced three new advertising tools designed to “increase the 

scale of your marketing efforts and improve ROI”16 

- These new tools include the following features: 
- Lookalike audiences 



- Lookalike audiences combine the traits of advertisers’ ideal customers 
with LinkedIn’s members and company data so advertisers can reach 
new audiences who are similar to their existing customers 

- According to LinkedIn, lookalike audiences enable advertisers to reach 
“high-converting audiences,” get results at scale, and engage new target 
accounts 

- You can find lookalike audiences in Campaign Manager by creating a 
Matched Audience  

- Audience Templates 
- Audience templates provide advertisers with more than 20 predefined 

B2B audiences to help advertisers set up their targeting faster 
- The templates include audience characteristics like member skills, job 

titles, and group memberships 
- Microsoft Bing Search Data 

- This month, LinkedIn combined their interest targeting feature with 
Microsoft’s Bing search engine 

- Now, advertisers can target “based on a combination of your audience’s 
professional interests on LinkedIn and the professional topics and content 
your audience engages with through Microsoft’s Bing search engine” 

- LinkedIn has also stated that the new feature still allows targeting in a 
way that “respects member privacy” 
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Twttr Prototype App 

- This month, Twitter launched its prototype app, Twitter, which they will use to test 
updates and features for the platform before officially rolling them out17 

- Some updates currently being tested include nested reply threads and the option to hide 
side conversations in threads 

- Another new feature being tested is the hiding of engagement statistics on tweets, 
making a tweet’s number of likes and retweets no longer visible 

 
Camera Tools 

- This month, Twitter announced new upcoming features for the camera on their app18 

- Users will soon be able to post pictures, videos, and livestreams with “a different look” by 
adding colors, captions, locations, and hashtags that can be overlayed on photos, 
videos, and livestreams 

- The new camera features are also said to be “smart” and able to identify what’s going on 
when photos and videos are being captured to suggest hashtags for users to add  



 
Developer Rules 

- To prevent misuse of user data on its network, Twitter announced that they will start 
requiring developers who create apps “that calls recent tweets from or mentions a user 
for more than 100,000 times per day” to submit their app for review, starting June 19, 
201919 

- If developers are using the data “to serve business customers as a B2B tool, like for 
customer service or social media monitoring,” then they will be required to pay to enter a 
commercial licensing agreement with Twitter 

- Those who don’t submit their app for review will be capped at 100,000 requests per day 
- Those who are found to be breaking Twitter’s new policy will be banned from the 

platform 
 
Video Analytics 

- Twitter will soon debut an analytics tool for measuring video engagement, called Timing 
is Everything20 

- According to newsX, the tool is meant to help publishers “perform more efficiently and 
generate large revenue” 

- In addition to showing video streaming numbers, the analytics tool will include additional 
stats, like what time of day videos are getting the most views, so publishers can 
maximize engagement and viewership 

 
More Upcoming Features 

- Another feature that’s coming up: the ability to subscribe to conversations21 

- Twitter confirmed this month that they’re working on the new feature after reverse 
engineer Jane Manchun Wong uncovered code for the feature in Twitter 

- With this new subscribing feature will come the addition of a button that says “Subscribe 
to conversation” at the top-right corner of a tweet, permitting users to follow a tweet 
thread without having to “like” it  

- Another feature discovered by Wong includes a “hide tweet” option22 

- It is worth noting that this feature won’t let users hide tweets permanently 
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Checkout 

- This month, Instagram expanded shopping capabilities on its platform with a new 
Checkout feature23 

- Now, users can make purchases directly through the app 
- When you tap to view a product from a brand’s post, there will now be a “checkout on 

Instagram” button, which will lead to color and size options before taking users to 
payment information 

- Users will only need to include their name, email, billing information, and shipping 
address the first time they check out 

- Users will also receive updates about their purchases in Instagram, including shipping 
and delivery notifications 

- Brands set to roll out the feature in the coming weeks include Adidas, Burberry, H&M, 
Nike, Dior, Uniqlo, with more to come 

 
Username Changes 

- Instagram is currently testing a new feature that lets users test out new usernames 
without immediately giving up their current ones24 

- When users change their username, their former usernames will be reserved for 14 days 
in case they change their minds  
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Augmented Reality 

- Another new feature being tested by Instagram: Augmented-Reality Effects, which would 
update Instagram’s filter feature25  

- If added, the feature will be located under a new tab on user profiles 
 
Co-Watching 

- Following in Facebook’s footsteps, Instagram is also working on a way for its users to 
co-watch content on its platform26 

- The feature is being tested inside Instagram Direct Messaging and would enable users 
to watch content on Instagram together 

 



Stories 
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- This month, Instagram began testing a new format for its camera in Stories27 

- The new format features a wheel with various camera modes that can be used to add 
effects to Stories, including “Boomerang,” “Superzoom,” and “Rewind”  
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